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READY | Overview
Overview:
The Born Again Ready Series has been created as part of the LifeHouse
Roadmap to help believers grow in their relationship with Jesus. This series
is made up of five short teaching videos and an accompanying participant
guidebook. We recommend each participant partner with a more mature
believer to work through the videos and guidebook together. You can learn
more about the LifeHouse RoadMap at www.stlifehouse.com/roadmap.
Objectives:

• Introduce you to Jesus, in whom we find new life
• Understand five foundational attributes of Jesus in a believer’s life
• Invite you deeper into a journey of encountering Jesus
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Welcome to Born Again Ready.
The Great Commission found in Matthew 28:19-20 is a call to discipleship; a
developmental journey with a goal of spiritual maturity and Christlikeness.
This Commission, or CO - MISSION with Christ must be organic and intentional.
It’s organic in that it happens within the context of peoples’ lives that are fluid,
messy and always moving. It also needs to be intentional because peoples’ lives
are fluid, messy and always moving.
Born Again Ready is birthed out of a question; a question that may haunt you as
much as it did me. These are the kinds of questions that pierce our thinking, so
much so, that we must find a response worthy of the One who asks them.

“If one hundred new people walk through the doors
of this Church building, what will you do with them?”
Honestly, just pondering this question gave me a sinking feeling. I knew that we’d
be overwhelmed and under prepared. There was no doubt that our people would
be friendly. Our visitors would be guaranteed a pew, a tithing envelope, a coffee
after service, and well-wishes for the upcoming week.
But, anymore then that? Unlikely. Knowing this, I concluded that they were
unlikely to stay.
A Church that isn’t wholeheartedly invested in the Great Commission has lost its
great and forgotten its mission.
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The message hasn’t changed but that haunting question has taught us that we
desperately need to. It’s time to reinvent ourselves.
Discipleship can be intimidating but it doesn’t have to be. How do leaders equip
our saints to partake in a culture of intentional and organic discipleship? We begin
by creating a development roadmap - a map to establish direction; with each
component identified as a non-negotiable in the Christian’s journey.
Born Again Ready is Phase One. It’s the call to the starting blocks where we find
our footing and prepare for the race to begin. Everything builds from this. As
Christians, the starting point, the solid footing is Jesus Christ. No Jesus, no race.
And so this course consists of five sessions that explore Christ and the role that
He desires to play in your journey as a Christ-follower.

Rock | Ruler | Reward | Risen | Rabbi
Back to the question. It was as we were assembling this course and received a
package in the mail with one hundred covers for participant guides that it clicked:

“If one hundred new people walk through the doors
of this Church building… we’ll disciple them!”
We recommend that participants pair up with a mature believer who is familiar
with the course content and scripture. They will guide you through the video
sessions and conversation questions enclosed.
Being born again into the family of God is not the end of the matter, but it’s just the
beginning of a beautiful race. Are you READY?
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Rock-Paper-Scissors is a game of chance.
Some people approach life this way. They neither consider their
foundation or the strategy with which they will build on it. The
scripture tells us that a wise man builds his house upon the Rock.

Matt 7:24-27

Can you speak of a time where you have asked questions like:
Where did we come from? Why are we here? Who am I? What’s my
purpose?

One name of Jesus is the Rock. (cornerstone, capstone, foundation)

Consider your life: your habits, your lifestyle, the way you think.
How are you living diﬀerently now that Jesus is the foundation
in your life? What’s changed?

Can you describe what lives that are built on sand look like?
Why is sand a great metaphor for a Jesus-less lifestyle?
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Heb 11:25

As Christians, we can still feel enticed by worldly, sinful pleasures
even when we know they are like building on sand [drugs |
promiscuity | possessions | money | popularity | fame | power]. Their
pleasure is fleeting.
What practical steps are you taking to:
#1. deny these enticements?
#2. strengthen your focus on building your life upon Jesus the
Rock?

Jn 16:33

Jesus promised us storms and warned us of troubles.
Can you recall a specific time where the winds and storms of life
blew against your life? How did you respond? What did you learn?

Ex 17:1-7
Num 20

On two diﬀerent occasions in scripture we read about a fascinating
miracle where the people of Israel experience water pouring forth
from a rock. Jesus’ identification with rock is based on the strength
properties it holds for building foundations. However, the similarities
end there as He demonstrates His supernatural ability to be our
Rock at the same time being a source of living water. He is alive!
Can you describe what interacting and communicating looks like in
your relationship with the living Jesus?
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Salvation is both a moment and a journey in which God refines us
into the image of Jesus. This requires a stripping away of wrong
mindsets + habits.

Rom 12:1-2

Consider the story of the homeless shelter and the stripping away
that happened. Maybe you’ve experienced something similar.
What is Jesus stripping away in your life right now?
How are you being refined? Describe.
Are you able to identify the fruit of that refining?

Many of Jesus’ teachings can be difficult, challenging and
even controversial to our unrenewed minds.

Matt 6:24-28
Lu 14:25-33
John 6

This can create a pick + choose mentality.
What pieces of the gospel have you struggled to accept or receive?
How have you been able to work through that?

End of session.
Next: Ruler
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Words like Obedience, Submission, Authority and Rule can
mean many different things to many different people.
Why might people hear these words so differently?
The scriptures teach that God uses parents, teachers, bosses,
police and politicians as governing authorities on Earth.

Rom 13

Describe your attitude towards each of these authority figures?
Has your attitude changed over time? Describe how + why.

God’s commands, boundaries and instructions can appear
restrictive. This can cause people to rebel against God and go their
own way. However, as we grow in understanding, we realize that
God is simply protecting us from unnecessary hurt and pain.

Jud 21:25
Prov 29:18
Rom 1

Where in your life can you identify a time where you:
#1. went your own way and experienced pain or hurt?
#2. did things God’s way and experienced protection, provision,
freedom?
Jesus says “if you love me, you’ll obey my commands”.
What does Jesus consider the
greatest commandment(s)?

LOVE

How can Jesus’ response impact
our view of obedience? Why?

OBEDIENCE
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John 14:15

Mar 12:28-34
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As believers, establishing boundaries is crucial to both our
wellbeing and the wellbeing of those around us. This touches every
part of our life: family, money, exercise + diet, sleep + rest, work,
recreation, entertainment, prayer, our friends and our community.

Prov 4:18-27

Those boundaries often start with our words, our thoughts and our
hearts.
What boundary lines is God teaching you about in this season of
your life?

Ps 18:11
Ps 23
Prov 4:27

Scripture speaks frequently to righteousness (or holiness) being
like a path, a road or a highway. The instruction to “not swerve to
the left or the right” may speak to how we should avoid the ways of
religion and rebellion.
It may surprise you to hear that we should avoid religion. After all,
Christianity is a religion, right? Consider the Pharisees, the
religious people of Jesus’ day. Jesus was heavily critical of both
their lifestyles and motives.
What was Jesus so critical about the religious people of His day?
What are the snares of religion that we need to be wary of in our
day?
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We live in a reality where two kingdoms are at war. Jesus rules in
the Kingdom of God. Satan rules in the kingdom of darkness.
These opposing kingdoms are established with different rules. The
Kingdom of God is governed with the rule or law of the Spirit of Life.
The kingdom of darkness is governed by the law of sin and death.
Peter describes the transition (salvation) as being called out of
darkness into His marvellous light.

Rom 8

1 Pet 2:9

Can you describe this transition in your own life? Comment on
these word pairings:
“freedom + slavery”

“life + death”

“fulfilment + emptiness”

Many people misunderstand God.
What aspects of God’s nature and character do you find to be most
misunderstood or distorted as you talk with others?
What are some ways that you are helping others to see God for
who He really is? Share examples of how you’re representing (or
RE-presenting) the truth.

End of session.
Next: Reward
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Perhaps the best place to begin when talking about rewards is our
childhood. All of us in some way have experienced the sweetness
of rewards and the sting of consequences.
During your childhood, what rewards + consequences motivated
you the most?

God’s Kingdom is also built upon an economy of rewards +
consequences.
Where have you recently experienced:
#1. the rewards (of living rightly)
#2. the consequences (of turning your own way)

Rewards, inheritances & crowns are spoken about repeatedly
throughout the New Testament. While salvation is a free gift, the
way that we live will determine the kind of reward we will receive in
heaven.
Describe your reaction to the truth that not everyone will be
rewarded equally when we stand before Jesus at the end of our
lives here on earth.
How does the anticipation of reward impact the way you desire to
live now?
15
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Matt 6:19-21

Popular Culture also operates on an economy of rewards +
consequences. Time and experience prove that those rewards are
often exaggerated and the consequences underestimated.
Consider the example of “the Gold, the Girls and the Glory.” What
earthly rewards are most enticing to you?
Drawing on your experiences or observations, comment on how
those earthly pursuits and rewards can hinder your pursuit of God?
One kingdom promises instant gratification. The other Kingdom
promises ultimate satisfaction, albeit sometimes with delay.
Is it possible to “un-train” ourselves from going after instant
gratification and learn to invest in rewards that often come with
delay? Share examples.

Throughout history, people have concocted all kinds of ideas and
coping mechanisms as a result of our sinfulness. Some of these
responses may sound familiar:
“I want it now!” (instant gratification).

“I deserve it!” (entitlement)

“Will it benefit me?” (prosperity gospel) “Rest In peace” (assumption)
“Everyone goes to heaven” (universalism)
“No winners or losers” (denying reality)
“I have to earn God’s love and forgiveness” (works-based salvation)
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Which misunderstandings sound most familiar:
#1. in your own ways of thinking
#2. in conversations you’ve had with people in your circles
Consider a scriptural response to each of these misunderstandings.

Jesus is our Reward, to be experienced both now and in eternity.
Can you describe some of the ways that you’ve experienced the
reward of knowing and journeying with Jesus?

God’s Word teaches us that Christians can anticipate the reward of
eternity with God in Heaven. Conversely, the unsaved face the
consequence of sin - eternal separation from God in Hell.

Matt 25:31-46
Rom 6:23

Do you think about Heaven often? Do you think about Hell?
Describe.
How do we respond to those who struggle with this teaching?
History has observed a whole array of ways to present the
message: turn or burn, prosperity gospel, friendship evangelism.
What drew you to the good news of Jesus? How are you drawing
others?
End of session.
Next: Risen
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Weddings, Funerals and celebrating the birth of a baby can all
cause us to reflect on things eternal. It’s often in these moments we
most likely ask questions like “Where did we come from?”, “What
happens when we die?” and “Why am I here?”. Times of great trial
and/or sickness have us asking these big life questions.
Describe a time that caused you to reflect on the reality of eternity.
Can you share any big life questions that you have found yourself
asking?

Death is a reality that all of us have to face. In Reward we talked
about the ideas and coping mechanisms that people employ to
deal with death.
Can you share a time of trial where you have been comforted by the
words of family or friends? Were you able to filter the eternal truths
from the false ideas or empty coping mechanisms? Describe.
Can you share where you have spoken words of eternal hope to
others? Comment on conversations with believers and nonbelievers.
Discuss how we navigate our way through conversations with others
about life after death. Share words that are full of grace AND truth.
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Ro 1:14-17

Our post modern culture has bought into what is biblically
understood as a Greek mindset. Powered by pride, this mindset
exults the intellect of man and concludes that knowledge is
power.
Christians are called to live by faith, which is completely
countercultural in our day and age. Nevertheless, this is not blind
faith.
What evidence most convinces you of God’s existence, goodness
+ gospel? (e.g. morality, design, supernatural experiences)
Which testimonies and experiences can you draw upon in your
life, as you invite others to explore Christianity?

Ro 3:23
Matt 25
Matt 6:24-25
1 Cor 1:18

The message of the cross is oﬀensive. It confronts sin. It forces a
decision. It calls us to die. The scriptures actually describe the
message as foolishness to those who are perishing.
What is it about the message of the cross that people you know
find hard to accept?
Comment on how each of the following play an important role in
how we share the gospel:
#1. prayer #2. partnership with God #3. patience #4. power #5.
persistence
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The message and the mission of Jesus are not complete without
resurrection. Jesus’ death means atonement for sin. Jesus’
resurrection aﬀords the gift of new life and security of a future hope.
This is what sets the Gospel message apart from every other faith
and world religion.

1 Cor 15

Phil 2:15

Describe how your life embodies the resurrection power and life of
Jesus. What sets you apart? How are you diﬀerent?
In what specific areas of your life do you desire breakthrough or
increased fruitfulness in this season? How will it help you witness
more eﬀectively?
Both the Old and New Testament give us glimpses of what we can
look forward to upon Jesus’ return and throughout eternity in
Heaven. The scriptures describe a throne room where Jesus is
adored forever as both the Lamb who was slain and the Lion of
Judah, the Faithful Witness and the Bridegroom King.
How do we actively cultivate an atmosphere of worship, adoration
and intimacy in the throne room of our own hearts?

Jn 10:10
Rom 6:10-11
Col 1:27

Rev 1, 5, 19

Ps 100

Jesus is coming soon. We’ve heard it a thousand times.
How do you sustain a heart-longing for Jesus and His return?
How does the reality of a returning Christ impact your today?
End of session.
Next: Rabbi
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Our lives are shaped by the impact, influence and investment of a
group of key people that usually includes parents, teachers,
coaches and leaders, but can extend beyond people we’ve met or
even know much about. Nonetheless, their example, beliefs and
values touch us.
Which people have had the greatest impact on your life? Describe
their impact and what they have imparted to you.
What other influences have helped shape your worldview, habits
and behaviours? (e.g. books, media platforms, voices in popular
culture)

In one generation, a technological revolution is completely
transforming the way our world learns and communicates. The
internet supplies instant and limitless access to an information
universe while social media provides a platform for anybody to
broadcast opinions and ideas to the masses.
How do you process the benefits, drawbacks, challenges,
opportunities & dangers of these forums both for you and the next
generation?

In 1st century Jewish culture, teachers known as Rabbis played a
pivotal role in community life. A Rabbi would take promising
youngsters, train them in Jewish scripture, live life alongside them
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and impart wisdom for Godly living. A Rabbi believed that the
student had the capacity to emulate the life and teachings of his
Rabbi. This is a description of discipleship. We are most familiar
with this concept in the life of Jesus and His 12 disciples.

Matt 4:19
Matt 28:19-20

As we read our Bibles, we discover that Jesus’ call is “Come,
follow Me”. Salvation should lead to a journey of discipleship.
What are Jesus’ expectations of you?
Which of Rabbi Jesus’ teachings, do you find most challenging?

Whether intentionally or not, each of us is being discipled in how to
think, what to believe, and how to live our lives.
Who or what is discipling you?
What does it look like practically to be discipled by Jesus today?
Can you identify what Jesus is presently teaching you? By what
means is He teaching you? (scripture, people, circumstances,
journalling)
What habits need to be broken / formed to allow Jesus a more
prominent and intentional role as Rabbi in your life?
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Scriptural examples such as Daniel and David describe a lifestyle of
daily spending time alone with God in the secret place. This
discipline is integral to Jewish life and early Church life.

Dan 6:10

Talk about your journey of experiencing God in the secret place.
Comment on the value, the struggle and the reward.

Matt 6:10

Ps 119:164

Can you share tips + tools to help others in their secret adventure?

The goal of discipleship is to become like the Rabbi. Jesus disciples
us through His indwelling Spirit AND through the example of Godly
men and women that He places in our lives.

1 Cor 4:!5
Phil 3:17

Who around you exhibits Christlikeness? What aspect of Jesus’
character, ministry and lifestyle do you see in them?
Discipleship is intentional and organic. A key component of a
thriving family, pursuing life together, guiding others towards Jesus

is: everyone being discipled and everyone looking to disciple others.
Being discipled by a more mature believer is a vital component of
the Christian life.
What barriers do you have to overcome in order to disciple others?
What are your next steps towards each of these essential
relationships?
End of session.
Next: Steps
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The journey doesn’t end with the conclusion of this course. In fact it’s only
just begun. As we learned in Rabbi, Jesus is our focus and Christlikeness is
our goal. That means, we’ll never finish exploring the person of Christ AND
there’ll always be opportunities to experience the Reward of knowing Him.
Our hope is that Born Again Ready will act as an appetizer for more of
Jesus. In worship and prayer, through study and fellowship with others, may
you continue to discover new aspects of Christ.
Next Steps? We have some for you.
1. Bring the questions to the secret place
Resist the tendency to move on to the next thing by spending time in further
reflection, bringing the session points and questions before Jesus in prayer. Journal
His responses.

2. Practice the Alphabet of Adoration (see adjacent page)
3. Take someone else through Born Again Ready
There is a whole other dimension to learning when playing the role of Guide.
Facilitating someone else’s questions and ideas can often stretch and mature us just
as much as the people we are guiding.

4. Set Apart | Phase #2 of the LifeHouse RoadMap
Discover and strengthen your new identity in Christ through interactive learning and
discussion in a small group environment.
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The psalms of David give us a strong glimpse into the priority that this
“man after God’s own heart”, places on the practice of adoring God. (see
Psalm 27:4). Simply use the letters of the alphabet. The Alphabet of
Adoration invites you to contemplate the names and characteristics of God.
We’ve added a few to get you started!

Alphabet of Adoration
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
Y
Z

Comforter.

Hope. Healer.

Mighty to Save.

ROCK. RISEN.
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Session #1

Child of God

Session #2

Temple of the Holy Spirit

Session #3

Member of the Body

Session #4

Ambassador of Christ

Session #5

Bride of Christ

For more information about Set Apart and the LifeHouse RoadMap, visit
www.stlifehouse.com/roadmap
To sign up for the next session, speak to your guide or email us at
contact@stlifehouse.com
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